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Abstract: Photoelectrochemical water splitting is a promising pathway for solar-driven hydrogen
production with a low environmental footprint. The utilization of solar concentrators to supply
such water splitting devices with concentrated solar irradiation offers great potential to enhance
the economic viability of water splitting at “sunny” site locations. In this work, we defined a set of
functional requirements for solar concentrators to assess their suitability to power such water splitting
devices, taking into account concentrator optical performance, device coupling efficiency, perceived
system complexity, as well as technological costs and risks. We identified, classified and compared a
broad range of existing solar concentrator design concepts. Our geometrical analysis, performed on
a yearly basis with a one-minute time step, shows that two-axis tracking concentrators with water
splitting devices positioned parallel to the optical aperture plane exhibit the highest potential, given
the initial conditions applied for the device tilt constraints. Demanding an angle of at least 20◦

between horizontal and the front side of the water splitting device, allows the device to be operational
for 97% of the daylight time in Seville, Spain. The relative loss with respect to the available direct
normal irradiance is estimated to 6%. Results moderately depend on the location of application,
but generally confirm that the consideration of tilt angle constraints is essential for a comprehensive
performance assessment of photoelectrochemical water splitting driven by concentrated sunlight.

Keywords: solar collector; photoelectrochemical water splitting; solar hydrogen production

1. Introduction

The depletion of fossil fuels, rising world population, and climate change require a revision of
the current energy system including a shift towards broad utilization of renewable energies with low
environmental impact. Economical, sustainable, and scalable hydrogen (H2) production—replacing
current hydrogen production methods dominated by steam reforming of natural gas, which widely
rely on fossil feedstocks—is expected to be a viable long-term solution for the storage of intermittent
renewable energy resources and the supply of a versatile, clean energy vector. Hydrogen can be used to
generate electricity (e.g., via fuel cells in stationary applications or in the transportation sector) and heat
(e.g., via combustion or combined heat and power). Furthermore, it can serve as a chemical feedstock
for industrial applications (e.g., ammonia synthesis) and—together with captured carbon dioxide—for
the production of a great variety of “green” hydrocarbons. As solar energy has the highest potential
among available renewable energy resources to cover the future world energy demand, there is a
consistent interest for the research community to develop and optimize energy conversion systems
harvesting solar power to produce clean hydrogen [1–7].
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Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is considered as one relevant pathway for sustainable
hydrogen production and various potential application scenarios, e.g., single home system, hydrogen
refueling stations and industrial processes, have been analyzed [8–15]. In PEC water splitting devices,
photons are captured by photoabsorber(s) to generate electron/electron-hole pairs which finally drive
the water splitting reactions. Simultaneously, hydrogen is formed at the cathode through a reduction
reaction and oxygen (O2) is formed at the anode through an oxidation reaction. The photoabsorber(s)
could either be in direct contact with the electrolyte (i.e., photoelectrode) or separated from it
in various degrees of vicinity. Diverse configurations of PEC water splitting devices—amongst
them PEC-PV (photoelectrochemical–photovoltaic) tandem devices, in which a PV cell is electrically
connected in series to a photoelectrode and uses light not absorbed by the photoelectrode to provide
additional voltage—have been introduced and investigated [16–27]. PEC(-PV) devices can be operated
under non-concentrated (1 sun) or concentrated sunlight. Concentrated solar irradiation provided
by non-imaging optical solar concentrators, which bundle Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) with a
concentration factor C depending on their geometrical configuration, offers increased current densities
on active surfaces and significant potential to reduce system or rather hydrogen production costs as
well as associated greenhouse gas emissions [8,16,28–33]. Such solar concentrators can be typically
classified into point focusing (e.g., solar tower) and line focusing (e.g., parabolic trough) systems.
The concentration of solar radiation can be achieved with canted reflector or lens facets. A concentration
factor C of 100 was proposed as an upper limit for PEC(-PV) devices, due to cooling restrictions and
high electrolysis currents [34], though the operation of an integrated PEC device at concentration
factors up to 474 and an irradiation inhomogeneity—defined as (Cmax − Cmin)/Cmean—of about 20%
has been demonstrated successfully [35].

Solar concentrators are mostly relevant for sunny regions (latitude within ±40◦ of equator) with
minimal cloud cover and atmospheric extinction, where a DNI higher than 2000 kWh/m2/year
is available. Previous studies focusing on system design guidelines for PEC(-PV) water
splitting devices have emphasized their analysis on system performance, cost, and sustainability
(in particular manufacture/operation energy demand and greenhouse gas emissions) for various system
configurations, including different material choices for photoelectrodes and catalysts, combined with
multi-junction or silicon-based PV cells [16], considering a few concentrator designs, i.e., two-axis
tracking parabolic trough collectors, solar towers or point focusing Fresnel Lens arrays [28].

This study aims at reviewing and comparing the respective merits of a broader range of relevant
concentrator design concepts, based on their optical performance and coupling constraints with
PEC(-PV) water splitting devices, while taking into account secondary aspects such as perceived system
complexity as well as perceived system costs and technological risks, in order to suggest variants and
trade-offs for most relevant concentrator design concepts, compatible with PEC(-PV) devices.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reference PEC(-PV) Device, Location and Conditions

For this study—without corrupting wide applicability, since the exact configuration and design of
the PEC(-PV) device are not relevant here—we chose the CoolPEC cell developed by Vilanova et al. [17]
with an irradiated active area of 50 cm2, to date, the largest water splitting PEC device demonstrated
under concentrated sunlight, as a reference for a planar PEC(-PV) device. As illustrated in Figure 1a,
counter-electrodes are placed at both sides of a central, oblong metal oxide photoanode, which absorbs
incoming ultraviolet (UV) and part of the visible (Vis) light from the solar concentrator. The remaining
fraction of Vis light as well as near-infrared (NIR) light penetrates the working electrode and finally
encounters a PV cell at the back of the CoolPEC cell [17]. A CoolPEC module containing four identical
PEC devices based on the CoolPEC design had been operated successfully on DLR’s test facility
SoCRatus (see Figure 1b), which provides concentrated natural sunlight with a geometric concentration
ratio of 20.2 [36,37]. Details of the CoolPEC geometry were omitted since this study is focused on
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general implications of the operation of PEC(-PV) devices with a solar concentrator. In addition to
the reference PEC(-PV) device, which features an oblong shape, we also considered a square shaped
device with an active area of 50 cm2.
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the main parts of the CoolPEC cell (without body), in particular oblong
photoanode and solar cell provided with concentrated irradiation from a solar concentrator, (b) CoolPEC
module in the focal plane of the SoCRatus and (c) one of the incorporated photoelectrochemical (PEC)
units with a 50-cm2 active cell area along with the reference Cartesian coordinate system and tilt
constraints with respect to rotational axes.

Important system geometrical specifications for a coupling of such PEC(-PV) devices with solar
concentrators are the cell orientation with respect to the concentrator optical aperture plane and
corresponding tilt angle constraints. The tilt angle constraints reflect requirements of a PEC(-PV)
device predominantly regarding efficient product gas separation and removal. Figure 1c shows one of
the PEC units incorporated in the CoolPEC module along with estimated tilt angle constraints applied
for the following analyses. The critical degree of freedom for an optimal coupling with a concentrator
is in this case the rotation about the y-axis.

The reference location for the comparison of solar concentrator systems is Seville, Spain, which
offers good weather conditions, in particular, a high level of Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI)
above 1900 kWh/m2/year [38] essential for successful application of Concentrating Solar Power (CSP)
technologies. Moreover, the region features a good infrastructure, significant chemical industry activity,
and great potential for the utilization of hydrogen [39].

For this study we set the maximum deviation of the local concentration ratio on the active area
(here for the sake of convenience treated as equivalent to front window) of the PEC(-PV) device to
±20% related to the mean concentration ratio to ensure effective contribution of the complete active
surface. Furthermore, we here consider a concentration ratio range between 20 and 100 to significantly
increase the photon flux compared to operation under 1 sun on the one hand, but on the other hand to
avoid an enormous cooling demand associated with higher concentration ratios.

2.2. System Requirements

Design criteria for a system coupling a solar concentrator with one of the PEC(-PV) devices
introduced above are structured into four main functional requirements, i.e., (a) solar concentrator
optical performance, (b) PEC(-PV) device efficiency, (c) perceived system complexity and (d) perceived
technological costs and risks. These functional requirements and corresponding design criteria
are guiding the inter-comparison of solar concentrators and the selection of the most suitable
design concepts.

2.2.1. Solar Concentrator Optical Performance

The solar concentrator must focus DNI as efficiently as possible on the PEC(-PV) active area. A set
of 10 design criteria was derived for this first functional requirement (F1).
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(Crit01) Concentrated DNI flux has to be spatially uniform across the active area [29,40], allowing
here a maximum deviation of 20% with respect to the mean irradiance level on the active surface.
(Crit02) The global concentration ratio C has to be compatible and it should be adjustable within the
expected optimal range (20–100) for such PEC(-PV) devices. (Crit03) The concentrator system has to be
compact for an efficient land use. (Crit04) There should be minimal intra-seasonal variations and/or
(Crit05) minimal intra-day variations for the concentrated DNI collected by the solar concentrator.

(Crit06) Reflective or refractive concentrator optical materials have to take advantage of the
complete available solar spectrum—including the UV region—for the given application. Very good
optical performance from UV to NIR restricts the range of possible materials to aluminum (Al) reflectors
and quartz or UV transparent poly-methyl-metacrylate (UV-T PMMA) lenses [41]. Furthermore,
this design criterion excludes concentrator systems with secondary optics from the scope of the design
concept inter-comparison.

Concentrator optical losses should be minimal. Distinct loss factors are distinguished for
the analysis, i.e., (Crit07) longitudinal incidence angle modifier (IAM) and cosine losses, (Crit08)
tangential IAM losses, (Crit09) shading, blocking and end losses, and (Crit10) sensitivity to beam
propagation errors.

2.2.2. PEC(-PV) Device Efficiency

The PEC(-PV) device in the focus of a concentrator must split water efficiently into H2 and O2.
Four design criteria were derived for this second functional requirement (F2).

(Crit11) Concentrated DNI flux is focused on the PEC(-PV) active area, i.e., there are minimal
spillage losses. (Crit12) The PEC(-PV) device tilt angle with respect to the y-axis (Figure 1c) allows
an efficient water splitting process. (Crit13) The PEC(-PV) device is properly oriented with respect to
the impinging radiation, i.e., the device should be oriented perpendicular to the impinging radiation
(x-axis), in order to avoid PEC(-PV) IAM losses. (Crit14) The PEC(-PV) device front side is properly
oriented with respect to impinging radiation (z-axis).

2.2.3. Perceived System Complexity

The system includes the solar concentrator, PEC(-PV) devices, as well as balance of system
(BOS) components, such as tracking modules, mechanical structures, water and gas processing units.
Although a detailed system layout remains out of scope, each configuration can be evaluated with
respect to its perceived system complexity, which should be minimal. Four design criteria were derived
for this third functional requirement (F3).

(Crit15) Piping for water and gas distribution should be simple to mount and maintain, for example
avoiding mobile flexible joints and minimizing pipe length. (Crit16) In order to reduce potential
gas mixing hazards, PEC(-PV) device daily tilt variations should remain moderate. (Crit17) The
concentrator tracking system should be as simple as possible, requiring a common tracking strategy
if possible, with reasonable tracking accuracy requirements and minimal tracking axes to reduce
overall mechanical complexity and maintenance. (Crit18) Cooling requirements to maintain the
PEC(-PV) device at an optimal temperature for efficient water splitting—temperatures in the range of
40–60 ◦C [42] were considered as appropriate in this work—should remain minimal.

2.2.4. Perceived Technological Costs and Risks

The fourth functional requirement (F4) is related to perceived technological system costs and risks.
These should be minimal to improve the chances of the system design to compete with alternative
solar water splitting methods, such as solar driven electrolysis. Although detailed cost estimations are
out of scope for the inter-comparison of a broad range of solar concentrators, literature review allows
assessing the potential viability of concentrator design concepts for the given design scenarios. Four
design criteria are defined for this functional requirement.
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(Crit19) Systems costs associated to the solar concentrator, including optical materials, tracking,
cooling, mechanical structure, BOS components should remain affordable. (Crit20) Standard
manufacturing and construction processes should be preferred for the concentrator to improve
the system reliability. (Crit21) Technological risks should be minimal, i.e., favorite concentrator
design concepts should have a certain level of technical maturity, assessed by the existence of similar
prototypes or pilot systems. Additional research and development (R&D) efforts required for design
concept optimization should be minimal, for example regarding the design challenge of achieving a
uniform spatial flux distribution profile for concentrated radiation on the PEC(-PV) device active area,
while minimizing spillage. The durability of concentrator components (optics, tracking) is certainly
a relevant aspect for a detailed analysis of system reliability and economic viability, but was not
considered at this stage.

2.3. Weighting Scheme

Main functional requirements and corresponding design criteria were weighted according to
their relative importance, applying a ternary logic scale and round-robin matrices. This weighting
mechanism is illustrated exemplarily in Table 1 for the inter-comparison of main functional requirements.
Solar concentrator optical performance was perceived as the dominant functional requirement (F1,
weight: 50%), followed by PEC(-PV) device efficiency (F2, 30%), perceived system complexity (F3,
10%), technological cost and risks (F4, 10%).

Table 1. Application of weighting mechanism for functional requirements adopting round-robin table
and ternary logic scale. (0) Column is perceived as more important than row. (1) Column and row are
equally important. (2) Row is perceived more important than column.

Functional Requirement F1 F2 F3 F4 Σ(Rows) Rounded Weight
F1 2 2 2 6 (50%) 50%
F2 0 2 2 4 (33.3%) 30%
F3 0 0 1 1 (8.33%) 10%
F4 0 0 1 1 (8.33%) 10%

Σ(columns) 0 2 5 5 12 (100%) 100%

A similar weighting mechanism was applied for design criteria within functional requirements.
Relative weights for design criteria were multiplied by functional requirement weight to obtain design
criteria compound weights. The ranking of design criteria compound weights is illustrated with a
Pareto chart in Figure 2. Applying this weighting mechanism, the dominant design criterion is the
spatial flux uniformity of concentrated DNI across the active PEC(-PV) area (Crit01), followed by
inter-seasonal and intra-day concentrated radiation flux variability (Crit04–05). The next design criteria
(Crit11–14) are related to PEC(-PV) device efficiency, which have similar compound weights (7.5%).
These seven design criteria account for nearly 60% of the design score.
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2.4. Evaluation Method

The concept search, detailed further in the next section, is structured stepwise in five iterative
stages: (a) identification, (b) classification, (c) screening, (d) inter-comparison, and (e) evaluation.
Additionally, design trade-offs and variants are considered. The aim is to select a few favorite design
candidates, which are compatible for an efficient operation of PEC(-PV) devices.

First, a design concept brainstorming based on a scientific and technical literature review allowed
the identification of about 30 primary solar concentrator design concepts. These identified concepts
were then classified into subgroups, according to the motional degrees of freedom of the optical
tracking system, versus the PEC(-PV) device motional degrees of freedom. A preliminary screening of
classified concepts based on the assessment of technological complexity and maturity allowed filtering
a shorter list of relevant design candidates. For these selected concepts, geometrical configuration
variants were taken into account for a preliminary geometrical analysis without detailed layout, based
on 1-min sampled DNI data in Seville, Spain, obtained from CAMS radiation service [43] for the year
2019 (Appendix A, Figures A1 and A2), an accurate astronomical solar position algorithm [44], angular
nomenclature and geometrical equations for solar tracking surfaces [45] (Appendix B, Table A1), and
defined PEC(-PV) device orientation and tilt constraints (Figure 1c).

Short-listed design concepts were then compared against each other and evaluated for each
formulated design criterion, applying a similar method as outlined in Table 1 for the cross-comparison
and grading concepts according to a subjective scale outlined in Table 2, taking into account their
relative ranking. Individual design criterion scores were compiled and weighted into an evaluation
matrix for each design concept. Finally, the three best ranked candidates were reviewed to suggest
potential design trade-offs and variants.

Table 2. Grading scale and qualitative interpretation.

Score Linguistic Interpretation

0 Missing information
1.0 . . . 2.0 Very poor . . . Poor
2.0 . . . 3.0 Poor . . . Satisfactory
3.0 . . . 4.0 Satisfactory . . . Good
4.0 . . . 5.0 Good . . . Very Good
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3. Concept Search

3.1. Identification and Classification

Identified solar concentrator design concepts could be classified along two dimensions, segmented
in three categories each, i.e., on the one hand optical tracking system degrees of freedom (categories:
stationary, one-axis or two-axis) and on the other hand degrees of freedom for the PEC(-PV) device
(categories: fix focus, translational or rotational motion). This two-dimensional classification matrix is
shown in Table 3. It consists of nine subgroups, labelled from A to I. Design concepts documented in
the literature could be sorted into seven subgroups, i.e., Subgroups A–D and G–I.

Table 3. Classification matrix of concentrator design concepts identified during literature review.

Collector Tracking Stationary Optics One-Axis Tracking
(Horizontal axisl)

Two-Axis Tracking
(Azimuth-Elevation)Device Motion

Fix Focus (Static device)
Subgroup A Subgroup B Subgroup C

[46–51] [52–57] [58–60]

Translational motion
Subgroup D Subgroup E Subgroup F

[61,62] [-] [-]

Rotational motion
Subgroup G Subgroup F Subgroup I

[63] [64–68] [66,69–75]

3.1.1. Subgroup A

Subgroup A consists of elementary design concepts with static PEC(-PV) devices, combined
with stationary optical surfaces. This subgroup includes a few configurations, such as V-shaped
reflectors [46], compound parabolic collectors (CPC) [47], and stationary cylindrical troughs [48].
Although these concentrator concepts are simple and not expensive, they suffer from shortcomings
such as low concentration factors, high inter-seasonal and intra-day variability, as well as dilution of
radiation through multiple reflections. These concepts were not further deemed relevant candidates for
primary concentrators, but could be viewed as building blocks for secondary optics. Luminescent Solar
Concentrators (LSC) [49], which act as stationary light trap waveguides with a perpendicular target
receiver area, were yet perceived at an early stage of development [50] and were thus not considered
relevant for a simple and efficient combination with PEC(-PV) devices, although LSC technology
allows utilizing both direct and diffuse solar radiation and a promising adoption for photochemistry
has been demonstrated [51].

3.1.2. Subgroup B

Subgroup B includes some design concepts with stationary PEC(-PV) devices at a fix focus
target line, combined with one-axis horizontal tracking optics for concentration, such as Linear
Fresnel Reflectors (LFR) [52], which can be made more compact (C-LFR [53]) and also enhanced
with Etendue-Matching (CLFR-EM [54]). LFR concepts hybridized with parabolic troughs, such as
semi-parabolic LFR (SPLFR [55]) or fix-focus line parabolic troughs (FF-PT [56,57]) were also found
in the literature. Keeping a static line of PEC(-PV) devices at the focus of such concentrators is a key
advantage for these design concepts. These concentrators also offer satisfactory concentration ratios
above 20 for the given application. This set of concepts may however suffer from a combination of
optical losses (Crit07–10) and require a certain optimization effort to improve the trade-off between
concentrated flux spatial uniformity and spillage with respect to the active area of PEC(-PV) devices
mounted at the focal line.
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3.1.3. Subgroup C

Subgroup C includes a few design concepts with static PEC(-PV) devices combined with two-axis
tracking optics, such as PEC(-PV) devices mounted on solar tower with a surrounding heliostat
field [58], point focusing Fresnel lens or paraboloid dish concentrators coupled with fiber optics [59,60],
transmitting solar radiation via flexible waveguides to PEC(-PV) devices. These design concepts offer
highest concentration factors, easily adjustable with a suitable target offset. Solar tower configurations
offer higher optical efficiency, at the cost of additional complexity for the heliostat field layout and
requiring higher land coverage than line focusing concepts in Subgroup B for the same quantity of
PEC(-PV) devices. Point focusing concentrators coupled with fiber optics represent an elegant approach,
as it virtually allows decoupling PEC(-PV) devices from the concentrator focus. However, these design
concepts remain yet experimental and expensive for the given application scale deployment.

3.1.4. Subgroup D

Subgroup D includes design concepts coupling stationary optics with PEC(-PV) devices in
translational motion, such as roof-mounted point or line-focusing Fresnel lenses coupled with PEC(-PV)
devices, mounted on pulley cables [61]. These concepts would show certain inter-seasonal and
intra-day variability in system output. These configurations may be satisfactory for small-scale
building integrated home systems (Table 2), with roof-mounted Fresnel lenses [62] and indoor
PEC(-PV) devices, but reveal less practicable for large scale systems such as the refueling or industrial
stations, due to the required flexible piping length.

3.1.5. Subgroup G

Only a design concept could be classified in Subgroup G, i.e., the Fixed Mirror Solar Concentrator
(FMSC [63]), where a stationary cylindrical concentrator with segmented reflector facets is coupled
with a target receiver rotating on a defined orbit. However, this configuration does not seem to offer any
advantage for an efficient coupling with PEC(-PV) devices, with respect to any defined design criterion.

3.1.6. Subgroup H

Subgroup H includes a set of design concepts combining one-axis horizontal tracking concentrators
with rotating PEC(-PV) devices, such as parabolic or cylindrical troughs, with target mounted either
parallel (CHAPS [64]) or nearly perpendicular (EUCLIDES [65]) to the aperture area, variants of the
LFR concept, for example, an LFR island including a rotating platform with fixed reflectors for a
daily adjustment of field orientation (NOLARIS solar island [66]) or one-axis tracking linear Fresnel
lenses [67,68]. One-axis horizontal tracking trough configurations are common for solar concentrators,
but field orientation and PEC(-PV) device tilt constraints have to be taken into account for the particular
application. Additional shortcomings for one-axis tracking linear Fresnel lenses are the continuous
lateral and vertical shifts of the lens focus line, thus generating a certain reduction of the concentration
factor, inter-seasonal and intra-day variations, as well as considerable spillage, especially for a square
PEC(-PV) device geometry.

3.1.7. Subgroup I

Subgroup I includes the broadest range of design concepts, coupling two-axis tracking optical
concentrators with rotating PEC(-PV) devices. Solar concentrators consisting of two-axis parabolic or
cylindrical troughs were published, with devices either mounted parallel [34,69,70] or perpendicular
to the aperture plane. Two LFR variants were also identified, one with fixed mirrors mounted on
a two-axis rotating platform with a target line parallel to the aperture plane [70,71], another one
with a horizontal platform, with a variable field orientation and tracking reflectors, concentrating
solar radiation on a target line perpendicular to the reflector horizontal aperture plane [66]. A broad
range of Fresnel lens design concepts was also published [72], including two-axis tracking line or
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point [73,74] focusing lens arrays concentrating radiation on a target parallel to the lens aperture plane.
Point focusing dishes [75] represent another option, albeit an expensive one as they allow only a few
PEC(-PV) devices to be mounted per dish unit. All two-axis tracking concentrators coupled with
rotating PEC(-PV) devices at the focus have the potential to offer the highest system efficiency, at the
cost of an incremental system complexity.

3.2. Screening for Inter-Comparison

3.2.1. Short List of Design Concepts

A screening of solar concentrator design concepts identified in the previous stage is required
to group similar concepts under a common label and extract a pool of relevant design options for a
systematic concept inter-comparison and evaluation. Our short list consists of 12 candidates, outlined
in Table 4. These concepts are schematically illustrated in the Appendix C (Figure A3).

Table 4. Shortlist of design concepts for their inter-comparison.

Design ID Short Label Geometry Lens/Reflector Focus Tracking PEC(-PV) Device Subgroup

1 LFR_1 Fresnel Reflectors Linear One-axis Fix Focus B
2 CLFR-EM Fresnel Reflectors Linear One-axis Fix Focus B

3
FF-PT Fresnel

Reflectors Linear One-axis Fix Focus BSPLFR Trough
4 PT/CT_1a Trough Reflectors Linear One-axis Tracking H
5 PT_1b Trough Reflectors Linear One-axis Tracking H
6 LFL_1 Fresnel Lenses Linear One-axis Tracking H
7 LFL_2 Fresnel Lenses Linear Two-axis Tracking I
8 PFLA Fresnel Lenses Point/Spot Two-axis Tracking I
9 LFR_2 Fresnel Reflectors Linear Two-axis Tracking I

10 PT/CT_2a Trough Reflectors Linear Two-axis Tracking I
11 PT_2b Trough Reflectors Linear Two-axis Tracking I
12 Tower Heliostat Field Reflectors Point/Spot Two-axis Fix Focus C

Nomenclature: LFR: Linear Fresnel Reflector; CLFR-EM: Compact Linear Fresnel Reflector–Etendue Matching;
FF-PT: Fix-Focus-Parabolic Trough; SPLFR: Semi-Parabolic Linear Fresnel Reflector; PT: Parabolic Trough; CT:
Cylindrical Trough; LFL: Linear Fresnel Lens; PFLA: Point Focusing Lens Array. Indices: _1: One-axis tracking; _2:
Two-axis tracing; a: PEC(-PV) device perpendicular to aperture; b: PEC(-PV) device parallel to aperture.

3.2.2. Geometrical Configuration

Shortlisted design concepts can be further categorized and specified according to tracking modes
and PEC(-PV) device with respect to the optical aperture plane of the concentrator. Geometrical
configuration variants taken into account for the geometrical analysis at the reference site location are
listed in Table 5. These configurations are illustrated in the Appendix D (Figure A4).

Geometrical configurations consist of: (a) Fix-focus LFR designs with vertically mounted PEC(-PV)
devices, (b) one-axis horizontal tracking trough systems with PEC(-PV) devices mounted either
perpendicular (b1–b2) or parallel (b3–b4) to the optical aperture plane, and (c) azimuth–elevation
two-axis tracking systems with perpendicular (c1) or parallel (c2) PEC(-PV) devices. One-axis tracking
systems are either tracking along an East–West (E-W) or North–South (N-S) axis. Intermediate solar
field and PEC(-PV) device orientations are out of scope for this analysis. Further optical restrictions
apply for FF-PT and LFL_1 design concepts. Tower systems were not included in the geometrical
analysis because of the field layout complexity.
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Table 5. Description of geometrical configurations.

Configuration Concept Label Tracking Axes
(Collector) Tracking Mode PEC(-PV) Orientation with

Respect to Optical Aperture

a1
LFR_1, CLFR-EM,

SPLFR, FF_PT

One-axis East–West (E-W)
Fix-focus line (default: vertical)

(North–South) Elevation tracking

a2
One-axis North–South (N-S) Fix-focus line (default: vertical)

(East–West) Elevation tracking

b1

PT/CT_1a

One-axis East–West (E-W)
Perpendicular

(North–South) Elevation tracking

b2
One-axis North–South (N-S) Perpendicular

(East–West) Elevation tracking

b3

PT_1b, LFL_1

One-axis East–West (E-W)
Parallel

(North–South) Elevation tracking

b4
One-axis North–South (N-S)

Parallel
(East–West) Elevation tracking

c1 PT/CT_2a Two-axis Azimuth–Elevation Perpendicular

c2 LFL_2, PFLA, LFR_2,
PT_2b Two-axis Azimuth–Elevation Parallel

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Geometrical Analysis

4.1.1. Reference Location

A geometrical analysis of the concept categories listed in Table 5 was performed assuming ideal
concentrator geometries (i.e., neglecting tracking, shape, slope, dispersion, scattering, and bidirectional
reflectance distribution function—BRDF—errors), taking into account trigonometric equations for
tracking surfaces [45] for a system installed in Seville, Spain. This analysis was performed without
drawing detailed three-dimensional concentrator layouts, which would be required for complementary
raytracing analyses, in order to assess spatial flux distributions more accurately.

The geometrical analysis includes the following set of criteria: (a) maximum available DNI
(kWh/m2), weighted by the incidence angle cosine and applying PEC(-PV) device tilt angle restrictions
to discount corresponding non operational time windows, (b) monthly average (µ) direct normal
irradiance weighted by incident angle cosine and yearly standard deviation (σ) for the assessment
of yearly variability, (c) qualitative shape of the daily profile for the assessment of intra-day
variability, (d) yearly incidence angle cosine losses with respected to the reference yearly DNI
value (2300 kWh/m2/year), (e) losses due to PEC(-PV) device tilt restrictions (Figure 1c) with respect to
yearly DNI, (f) PEC(-PV) device tilt angle statistics, excluding operational downtime induced by device
tilt restrictions, and (g) operational time fraction (%). The main results of the geometrical analysis are
summarized in Table 6 for Seville, Spain.
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Table 6. Summary of geometrical analysis for Seville, Spain.

Config. Available
DNI.cos(θ)

Yearly
Variability

Intra-Day
Variability

Cos(θ)
Losses

Tilt
Losses

Device
Tilt Angle

Operational
Time Fraction

Units (kWh/m2/year) (kWh/m2/month) Qualitative (%) (%) (◦) (%, hours)

a1 2023
µ = 169 M-shaped −12% 0% 90◦ (Fix) 100% (4433 h)
σ = 78

a2 1745
µ = 145 Bell-shaped −24% 0% 90◦ (Fix) 100% (4433 h)
σ = 78

b1 2023
µ = 145 M-shaped −12% −12% 52 ± 20◦ 72%
σ = 78

b2 1744
µ = 142 Bell-shaped −24% −2% 55 ± 20◦ 88%
σ = 78

b3 2023
µ = 130 M-shaped −12% −20% 58 ± 20◦ 82%
σ = 78

b4 1744
µ = 93 Bell-shaped −24% −27% 51 ± 18◦ 72%
σ = 78

c1 2300 (max.) µ = 161
Flat 0% −16% 42 ± 15◦ 69%

σ = 78

c2 2300 (max.) µ = 181
Flat 0% −6% 60 ± 18◦ 97%

σ = 78

Yearly variability statistics are shown in Figure 3 for all concepts, while monthly plots are included
in the Appendix E (Figure A5). Intra-day variations of DNI.cos(θ) are also plotted (Figure A6). Cosine
losses and PEC tilt losses are displayed in Figure 4. PEC tilt statistics are shown in Figure 5 while daily
variations of the PEC(-PV) tilt device are shown in the Appendix E (Figure A5). Operational time
fraction is shown in Figure 6.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 31 
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Figure 6. Operation time fraction and its reduction due to PEC(-PV) device tilt constraints (Figure 1c) for
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from sunrise to sunset. Location: Seville, Spain.

Two complementary configurations were compared for LFR designs with a fix focus line, i.e.,
(Config. a1) N-S field alignment with E-W reflector tracking and (Config. a2) E-W field alignment with
N-S reflector tracking. Cosine losses were less significant for Config. a1 (−12%) than for Config. a2
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(−24%), while both configurations were not penalized by device tilt constraints. As a result, more DNI
could be harvested with Config. a1. Lower yearly variations are expected with Config. a2, but typical
daily profiles exhibit a “bell” shape for Config. a2, while Config. a1 yields daily “M-shaped” profiles,
with both peaks distributed symmetrically around solar noon.

Four configurations were compared for one-axis horizontal tracking trough systems. Config. b1
and b3 have both a similar geometrical layout as Config. a1, while Config. b2 and b4 are similar
to Config. a2. Cosine losses are thus respectively similar between configurations a1, b1, b3 and
between configurations a2, b2, and b4. Config. b1 and b3 daily profiles also exhibit typical “M-shaped”
distributions, while Config. b2 and b4 daily profiles exhibit “bell” shapes.

PEC(-PV) device tilt constraints have to be taken into account to further assess these configurations.
Minimal to moderate restrictions apply for Config. b1 and b2, where the PEC(-PV) device is
perpendicular to the optical aperture.

Config. b2 shows minimal losses due to tilt constraints (−2%) and minimal yearly variability.
Operational time is about 88% for Config. b2, with downtime occurring in the morning and evening
hours during winter months for Seville, Spain. For Config. b1, higher losses due to tilt constraints are
observed (−12%), along with higher yearly variability, lower daily variability, but a higher available
solar radiation potential in comparison to Config. b2. Config. b1 is penalized by tilt restrictions all
year round during morning and evening hours (operational time fraction: 72%).

For configurations with PEC(-PV) devices parallel to the aperture (b3, b4), tilt constraints are more
severe. Config. b3 operation is reduced all year round around solar noon (operational time fraction:
82%), while Config. b4 operation is significantly reduced during summer months (operational time
fraction: 72%).

One-axis horizontal tracking LFR systems with fix focus target lines are not penalized by PEC(-PV)
device tilt constraints, contrary to one-axis horizontal tracking trough systems. Nonetheless, tangential
and longitudinal IAM losses [76], as well as potential blocking and shading losses [77] further
degrade the performance of LFR configurations, whereas trough configurations are only penalized by
longitudinal IAM losses, which include cosine losses. IAM losses can be reduced both for LFR and
trough design concepts adding a complementary tracking axis.

Two configurations (c1, c2) were compared for two-axis tracking systems with elevation–azimuth
tracking mode. As the collector aperture plane is always oriented normal to the sun vector, these ideal
configurations are not penalized by cosine losses. As a consequence, collected radiation is also nearly
constant around solar noon for these configurations. Assuming clear sky conditions, minimal daily
variability is expected for both configurations c1 and c2.

For Config. c1, operational hours are reduced all year round during the morning and evening
hours. This configuration has the lowest operational time fraction (69%) and moderate yearly variations
(σ/µ~40%). Losses due to tilt constraints remain however moderate (−16%). For Config. c2, operational
hours are only reduced marginally in the summer around solar noon. This configuration shows a high
operational time fraction (97%), minimal tilt losses (−5%) and minimal yearly variations (σ/µ~30%).
As the PEC(-PV) device is parallel to the optical aperture, concentrated radiation is also always nearly
perpendicular to the PEC(-PV) device, impinging with a normal angle on the device front window.
Config. c1 and c2 thus emerge as dominant configurations from the geometrical analysis.

4.1.2. Influence of Site Location

The geometrical analysis carried out above for the reference location was transposed to two other
locations in the Northern hemisphere at a lower latitude closer to the Equator, i.e., Ouarzazate, Morocco
and Madinat Zayed, United Arab Emirates. Both sites are located in “sunny” regions near desert
areas, weather data are retrieved from CAMS radiation service [43] for the year 2019. The geographical
coordinates are summarized in Table 7. The relative losses with respect to DNI and the operational
time fraction for both sites are, respectively, shown in Figures 7 and 8.
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Table 7. Geographical coordinates and reference DNI of selected site locations.

Site Location Country Latitude Longitude DNI (kWh/m2/year)

Seville Spain 37.39◦ N −5.99◦ W 2301
Ouarzazate Morocco 30.92◦ N −6.91◦ W 2505

Madinat Zayed United Arab Emirates (UAE) 23.57◦ N 53.71◦ E 1722
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It is worth observing in Figures 7 and 8 that the global hierarchy among all configurations,
previously observed in Figures 4 and 6, remains nearly identical for both sites closer to the Equator.
However, minor differences can be noticed for Config. c1 and c2. As the latitude decreases, relative
losses caused by PEC(-PV) tilt constraints are, respectively, decreasing for Config. c1 and increasing
for Config. c2. Config. c2 still performed better than Config. c1 for Ouarzazate, but this was not
the case for Madinat Zayed. A similar pattern can be observed for the operational time fraction,
although Config. c1 still achieved the highest level. Numerical values are reported in Table 8 for
both configurations.
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Table 8. Comparison of site locations for Configurations c1 and c2.

Tilt Losses Operational Time Fraction

Site Location Country Latitude Config. c1 Config. c2 Config. c1 Config. c2

Seville Spain 37.39◦ N −16% −6% 69% 97%

Ouarzazate Morocco 30.92◦ N −13% −9% 72% 93%

Madinat Zayed UAE 23.57◦ N −6% −13% 74% 91%

For Config. c2, the operational time fraction remains above 90% for a latitude of 23.6◦. However,
the operational hours are further reduced during the summertime around solar noon. This explains
the drop in relative losses caused to PEC(-PV) tilt constraints. For Config. c1, the operational hours are
extended all years round during the morning and evening. The relative losses are thus less pronounced
in this case for lower latitudes.

4.2. Assessment of Spatial Flux Distribution

Spatial flux distribution of concentrated radiation on the PEC(-PV) device active area was defined
as a key criterion (Crit01) for the selection of suitable concentrator design concepts, in addition to
the geometrical aspects assessed in the previous section. Without performing raytracing analyses,
this criterion was assessed on the basis of available literature for similar design concepts. Satisfactory
design concepts should have a proven irradiance distribution uniformity over the cell plane within
approx. ±20% of the average irradiance level.

Fix-focus LFR design concepts (LFR_1, CLFR-EM) could deliver satisfying spatial flux uniformity
for flat or tubular receivers [55]. Potential design modifications include adjusting mirror widths,
canting mirrors or defocusing mirrors, adding CPC or cylindrical secondary optics [78,79]. Nonetheless,
varying mirror widths may impact blocking and shading losses, defocusing mirrors requires adjusting
tracking settings for a ganged mirror field and secondary optics require reflector materials with
excellent reflectance. Another option consists in adjusting the target line height and/or vertical tilt angle
within tilt constraints, at the cost of a more complex piping system for the water and gas distribution
system. Azimuth–elevation two-axis tracking LFR concepts (LFR-2), for example, with fixed reflectors
mounted on an azimuth–elevation tracking platform, can achieve a spatial flux uniformity of ±5%
and a concentration factor of 20 [70,71]. The additional system complexity associated with two-axis
tracking LFR concepts may overcome required design trade-offs for one-axis horizontal tracking LFR
systems with fix focus. However, significant spillage is expected if PEC(-PV) devices with a square
active area are coupled with an LFR design concept.

Hybrid fix-focus trough concepts (SPLFR/FF-PT [55–57]), one-axis horizontal tracking trough
(PT/CT_1a, PT_1b) as well as two-axis tracking trough systems (PT/CT_2a, PT_2b) do not generate
optimally uniform spatial flux distributions. The flux distribution profile follows a typical “M-shaped”
profile for flat and tubular receivers [55]. If PEC(-PV) devices are positioned perpendicular to the
optical aperture plane (PT/CT_1a or PT/CT_1b), one optimization path is to adjust the parabolic
cross-section to a cylindrical one [80], in order to focus radiation on a focal plane rather than a focal
line, at the cost of a lower global concentration ratio. If PEC(-PV) devices are positioned parallel to the
optical aperture plane (PT_1b, PT_2b), another optimization path is to adjust the distance between the
target and the parabola vertex, although the irradiation distribution profile will not be as uniform as
for an LFR design concept [55,70].

Design concepts based on two-axis tracking Fresnel lens arrays (LFL_2, PFLA) are the most
suitable to achieve a highly uniform spatial flux distribution. For oblong PEC(-PV) active areas, flat
or dome-shaped linear Fresnel lenses could concentrate solar radiation as well as azimuth–elevation
two-axis tracking LFR systems [70,71], with minimal spillage. If the active areas approached a rather
square shape, point focusing lens arrays would be best suited. Shifting the target along the focal
line off the focal point allows improving flux uniformity (“spot” concentration) while reducing the
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global concentration ratio within a more suitable range for the PEC(-PV) device [73], without requiring
secondary optics. Another option is to design a custom lens profile with multiple foci, so that
concentrated irradiation is homogenously spread over a specified focal plane area [81] within ±20%.

4.3. Concept Evaluation: Scores and Ranking

Shortlisted design concepts were compared systematically for each formulated design criterion
(Figure 2). Design concepts were ranked for each design criterion and assigned scores according to
the scale defined in Table 2. These scores are weighted according to the defined weighting scheme
(Table 1). Global scores and subscores are displayed in Figure 9 and ranked in Table 9.
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Table 9. Ranking of solar concentrator design concepts.

Ranking Config Concept Label Design ID Global Score

#1 c2 PFLA 8 3.95
#2 c2 LFR_2 9 3.77
#3 c2 LFL_2 7 3.76
#4 c2 PT_2b 11 3.50
#5 c1 PT/CT_2a 10 3.36
#6 a1/a2 LFR_1 1 3.04
#7 b1/b2 PT/CT_1a 4 2.91
#8 b3/b4 PT_1b 5 2.88
#9 a1/a2 CLFR-EM 2 2.86
#10 - Tower 12 2.81
#11 a1/a2 FF-PT/SPLFR 3 2.58
#12 b3/b4 LFL_1 6 1.83

Three design concepts, i.e., the Point Focusing Lens Array (PFLA, Config. c2, rank #1), the two-axis
tracked Linear Fresnel Reflector (LFR_2, Config. c2, rank #2) and the two-axis tracked Linear Fresnel
Lens (LFL_2, Config. c2, rank #3) were evaluated as favorites during the systematic inter-comparison
of solar concentrators. All three concepts almost achieved a score of 4.0 (“good”) for each functional
requirement. These three concepts belong to the group of two-axis tracking Fresnel Reflector or Lens
systems pooled in the geometrical configuration c2.

Two-axis concentrator tracking, combined with a parallel PEC(-PV) device to the optical aperture
plane, offers both optimal concentrator optical performance and PEC(-PV) device efficiency. PFLA is
considered as a favorite concept for cell geometries with a square active area, while LFR_2 or LFL_2
were considered most relevant for cell geometries with oblong, rectangular active areas. Secondary
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functional requirements, i.e., perceived system complexity, technological costs and risks are rated
with lower scores than LFR or one-axis horizontal tracking trough concepts, although these three best
design concepts were implemented in previous demonstration projects.

Two-axis tracking trough concepts (PT_2b, PT/CT_2a) are, respectively, ranked #4 and #5. One-axis
tracking Linear Fresnel and trough concepts (LFR_1, PT/CT_1a, PT_1b, CLFR-EM) are ranked between
#6 and #9. Non-uniform spatial flux distribution profiles make two-axis trough design concepts
suboptimal for the given application, although the geometrical configuration (c1 or c2) rank among
the best layouts according to the geometrical analysis. One-axis tracking design concepts (LFR_1,
CLFR-EM, PT/CT_1a, PT_1b) would require a layout optimization in order to improve flux density and
homogeneity and thus meet high performance requirements for the given water-splitting application.
These concepts were thus deemed suboptimal during the inter-comparison.

The three worst design concepts were, respectively, the solar tower (rank #10), the hybrid fix-focus
parabolic trough (rank #11) and one-axis tracking linear Fresnel lenses (#12). A solar tower configuration
requires a more complex tracking strategy and field layout than one-axis tracking systems (LFR_1,
CLFR-EM, PT/CT_2a, PT_2b) to drive the heliostat field on arrays of PEC(-PV) devices. A hybrid
fix-focus trough (FF-PT) integrates both one-axis horizontal tracking LFR and trough advantages,
but has a non-uniform spatial flux distribution; blocking and shading losses penalize this concept.
One-axis tracking linear Fresnel lenses suffer from large variations in solar flux density at the focus
over the day, depending on the sun incidence angle.

4.4. Design Trade-Offs and Variants

4.4.1. Material Selection

A few candidate optical component materials can be selected for the given water splitting
application, considering the importance of harvesting all available solar radiation including the UV
part effectively for most efficient PEC(-PV) device operation. Aluminum mirrors are the best choice for
reflector materials, while second surface silvered glass mirrors are relevant in case of minor importance
of the UV fraction for the PEC(-PV) performance. UV transparent PMMA, quartz or borosilicate glass
may be suitable for refractive lenses [41]. UV-T PMMA is however less expensive than quartz or
borosilicate glass and is easier to handle for the manufacturing of Fresnel lenses, using either traditional
molding or innovative 3D printing [82] processes.

As aluminum reflectors and second surface silvered glass mirrors are more durable than UV
transparent PMMA lenses, which suffer from yellowing, one could think of design variants for top
ranking Fresnel lens-based design concepts, i.e., PFLA and LFL_2. From a geometrical perspective,
modular two-axis tracking Ring Array [83] or Slat Array [84] concentrator design concepts could
respectively substitute PFLA and LFL_2, although the marginal gained optical efficiency has to be
balanced with higher material and manufacturing costs for polished aluminum surfaces and custom
concentrator designs.

4.4.2. Secondary Optics

Reflective secondary optics, using either CPC [46], cylindrical troughs [48,80], kaleidoscope [82,85]
or other non-imaging geometrical concepts [86] may further enhance solar concentrator performance
by boosting the concentration ratio and homogenizing the spatial flux distribution across the PEC(-PV)
device active area, at the cost of additional optical losses and material costs. Secondary optics coupled
with two-axis tracking design concepts would be less penalized by multiple reflections, while reflective
materials would be spectrally more efficient than refractive materials for secondary optics concentrators.
Modular refractive point-focusing secondary optics may be a relevant design trade-off for line-to-spot
conversion [87], allowing line focusing systems, (LFR_2, LFL_2) to concentrate solar radiation on
square active areas.
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5. Conclusions

This study focused on a review of solar concentrators and the selection of relevant design concepts
for a coupling with tandem PEC(-PV) water splitting devices. Four main functional requirements were
defined to guide the evaluation process for a coupled system: the concentrator optical performance,
the resulting PEC(-PV) device efficiency, the system complexity and the technological costs and risks.
A review of scientific and technical literature led to the identification of ~30 design concepts and
variants, classified into 7 subgroups within a two-dimensional matrix, one dimension being the
number of tracking axes for the optical concentrator, the other dimension describing the motion of the
PEC(-PV) device.

Twelve design concepts, deemed relevant for a coupling with PEC(-PV) devices, were
then shortlisted for a systematic inter-comparison. The shortlist included various options with
complementary features, i.e., fix focus PEC(-PV) devices coupled to one-axis horizontal tracking linear
Fresnel reflectors or hybrid trough systems, rotating PEC(-PV) devices coupled with one and two-axis
tracking trough or line focusing Fresnel lens systems, two-axis tracking point focusing Fresnel lens
and LFR systems, as well as fix focus PEC(-PV) devices mounted on a solar tower, surrounded by a
heliostat field.

A geometrical analysis was carried out to assess the potential of various configurations, taking
into account a few common tracking modes and PEC(-PV) device orientation with respect to the
optical aperture plane. This geometrical analysis takes into account the PEC(-PV) tilt constraints.
Satellite weather data for Seville, Spain, discretized with a one-minute time step for the year 2019 were
combined with solar geometry equations for tracking surfaces. This quantitative analysis supported the
rational assessment of important design criteria, such as inter-seasonal and intra-day variability of the
available DNI resource, expected losses due to cosine effects or tilt restrictions, as well as operational
time fraction for the given PEC(-PV) device tilt constraints. As a result, azimuth–elevation two-axis
tracking concentrators with coupled PEC(-PV) devices represent a suitable geometrical configuration.
This configuration would still achieve good results at other locations closer to the Equator, for latitudes
above 25◦, without significantly affecting the ranking of concentrator designs.

Complementary information was obtained from the literature review, to qualitatively assess
design criteria such as IAM optical losses, spatial flux distribution of concentrated radiation on
the active area and spillage, without detailed raytracing analyses. Two-axis tracking concentrators
with PEC(-PV) devices oriented parallel to the optical aperture plane, were identified as the most
promising concepts at this stage. Three concentrator design concepts emerged as favorites from
the inter-comparison, i.e., (a) point-focusing Fresnel lens arrays for PEC(-PV) devices with square
active areas, (b) azimuth–elevation Linear Fresnel Reflectors with fixed mirrors or (c) line-focusing
Fresnel lenses for PEC(-PV) devices with an oblong, rectangular active area. Focal offset was identified
as the simplest design modification to improve the spatial distribution of concentrated radiation
flux, when the PEC(-PV) device was oriented parallel to the aperture plane of a two-axis tracking
solar concentrator.

The results clearly show that tilt constraints of a PEC(-PV) device are significant parameters for
the performance of water splitting powered by solar concentrators. Depending on the site location
and the considered concentrator concept they lead to a certain down time, which reduces the usable
fraction of the solar resource. Thus, tilt constraints of a PEC(-PV) device operated under concentrated
sunlight have to be considered carefully in a detailed performance assessment.

This work represents an important guideline for future concentrator design studies. They should
explore the techno-economical optimization potential of the proposed design concepts for medium
concentration systems (C = 20–100) depending on the site location, the specific PEC(-PV) device active
area geometry and tilt constraints. Detailed geometrical and system analysis, using raytracing and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation tools, should allow the in depth investigation of the
coupling of the PEC(-PV) device with the solar concentrator, focusing on the optimization of design
aspects such as spatial and spectral flux distributions, cooling requirements and potential optical errors
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introduced by non-ideal concentrator geometries, i.e., the influence of common optical manufacturing
and tracking errors.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
C Concentration ratio (-)
DNI Direct Normal Irradiance (kWh/m2/year)
GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance (kWh/m2/year)
Greek symbols
αs Solar altitude angle (◦)
β Slope (◦)
γs Surface azimuth angle (◦)
δ Declination (◦)
θ Incidence angle (◦)
θz Zenith angle (◦)
µ Monthly average (kWh/m2/month)
σ Monthly standard deviation (kWh/m2/month)
ϕ Latitude (◦)
ω Hour angle (◦)
Subscripts
1 One-axis tracking
2 Two-axis tracking
a PEC(-PV) device perpendicular to aperture
b PEC(-PV) device parallel to aperture
Acronyms
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CLFR Compact Linear Fresnel Reflector
CT Cylindrical Trough
EM Etendue Matching
E-W East–West
FF Fix Focus
IAM Incidence Angle Modifier
LFL Linear Fresnel Lens
LFR Linear Fresnel Reflector
LSC Luminescent Solar Concentrator
PEC Photoelectrochemical
PFLA Point Focusing Lens Array
PMMA Poly-methyl-metacrylate
PT Parabolic Trough
PV Photovoltaics
NIR Near Infrared
N-S North–South
SPLFR Semi-Parabolic Linear Fresnel Reflector
UV-T Ultraviolet transparent
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Appendix A

The Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) data for Seville, Spain [43] is plotted in Figures A1 and A2.
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Appendix B

The nomenclature is consistent with [45]. Relevant angles for tracking equations are listed here:

- Latitude ϕ, the angular location north or south of the equator, north positive; (−90◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 90◦).
- Declination δ, the angular position of the sun at solar noon w.r.t. the plane of the equator, north

positive; (−23.45◦ ≤ δ ≤ 23.45◦).
- Slope β, the angle between the plane of the surface in question and the horizontal; (0◦ ≤ β ≤ 180◦).
- Surface azimuth angle γs, the deviation of the projection on a horizontal plane of the normal to

the surface from the local meridian, with zero due south, east negative, and west positive; (−180◦

≤ γs ≤ 180◦).
- Hour angle ω, the angular displacement of the sun east or west of the local meridian due to

rotation of the earth on its axis at 15◦ per hour; morning negative, afternoon positive.
- Angle of incidence θi, the angle between the beam radiation on a surface and the normal

orientation to that surface.
- Zenith angle θz, the angle between the vertical and the line to the sun, that is, the angle of

incidence of beam radiation on a horizontal surface.
- Solar altitude angle αs, the angle between the horizontal and the line to the sun, that is, the

complement of the zenith angle (90◦ − θz).

The PEC-PV tilt (θPEC) is defined with respect to the collector slope β. For Config. a1 and a2, a
transversal incidence angle θtrans is also introduced [2].

Table A1. Tracking equations.

Configuration Equation Ref

a1
cos(θi) =

√
1− cos2(αs) cos2(γs − 180◦)

[88]
tan(θtrans) =

sin(γs−180)
tan(αs)

a2
cos(θi) =

√
1− cos2(αs) sin2(γs − 180◦) [88]

tan(θtrans) =
cos(γs−180◦)

tan(αs)

b1, b3

cos(θi) =
√

cos2(θz) + cos2(δ) sin2(ω)

[45]γ =

{
90◦ if γs > 0◦

−90◦ if γs ≤ 0◦

tan(β) = tan(θz)
∣∣∣cos(γ− γs)

∣∣∣
b2, b4

cos(θi) =
√

1− cos2(δ) sin2(ω)

[45]γ =

{
0◦ if

∣∣∣γs
∣∣∣ < 90◦

180◦ if
∣∣∣γs

∣∣∣ ≥ 90◦

tan(β) = tan(θz)
∣∣∣cos(γs)

∣∣∣
c1, c2

cos(θi) = 1
[45]γ = γs

β = θz
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Appendix C

Design concepts considered in this paper are illustrated in Figure A3.
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Appendix D

Geometrical configurations outlined in Table 5 are illustrated in Figure A4.
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Appendix E

Detailed results of the geometrical analysis are illustrated for Seville, Spain in Figures A5–A7.
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